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50 Pips A Day Forex Strategy Start making consistent profits in the forex market. This is a very clear

and simple to follow forex trading strategy to get you started achieving consistent profits day after

day trading the forex market. It will make you 50 pips per day or more every day. It is ideal for

beginner traders but it will give a great deal of help to more experienced traders that have not found

a clear strategy to make profits consistenly. Components Support and Resistance Candlesticks

Moving Average Time frame - 4 hours chart It is easy to understand and to put in practice. It has

very well defined entry, stop loss and exit levels. Apart from the strategy, this book also contains a

very useful guide that teaches you how to construct a profitable forex trading system for yourself

and how to avoid trading and money management mistakes. How to Build a Solid Trading System

Are you new to forex trading or just started to trade on a live account but with not much success ?

You need a solid forex trading system based on sound principles of the forex market, that has clear

trading and money management rules. Do you have a forex trading system and you have been

trading with it for a period of time but still you don't have the success you hoped for ? This can only

mean that your trading system does not take into account the basic trading rules and principles that

any powerful forex trading system incorporates. This book teaches you how to construct your own

powerful forex trading system, what are the most important forex trading tools that you must include

in it, what not to include in your forex trading system, how to apply solid money management rules

and equaly important, how to avoid making trading mistakes that will cost you when you start to

trade with your newly developed forex system.
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I gave this ebook a full 5 stars because of the huge value it represented to me. I have only been

paper trading for two months now. my favorite strategy involves using Support and Resistance lines

and trading from bounces off of them. I especially like to see when resistance becomes support and

vice versa. The strategy out lined in this book is something I had already encountered in my trading,

but I wanted to learn more about it. For only 99 cents, this book provided many very clear examples

of the author's strategy using resistance and support. It perfectly dove-tailed with what I have been

doing in my paper trading. So far, my wins far out pace my losses. I have been getting real good at

spotting my setups, but I wanted to learn more in depth about entries, stop losses and profit taking. I

got all that for only 99 cents. What a bargain.

I like the straightforward approach that the writer takes the peruser. Since I read the book, my

exchanging approach has been changed. I utilized a wide range of pointers, with poor outcomes.

Utilizing the value activity strategy and keep it straightforward is an awesome approach to

exchange. Be that as it may, despite everything i'm level in my record, yet not loosing as much any

longer. I have to try alternate strategies clarified in the book. I purchased alternate books to proceed

with a similar standard clarified in the book, "keep it basic, utilize value activity, and great cash

administration."

Considering myself a mid-level forex trader (who put trading on hold while teaching in China for a

year), I give this book 5 stars. It's written in a way that is easy to understand. The charts are helpful

and the strategy is indeed solid. Laurentiu Damir provided some great reminders that will lead me to

better trading and consistent money management. A beginner might have some difficulty

understanding, without immediate ability to ask questions about terminology or chart patterns, but

it's still worth every penny. Thanks, Laurentiu! --Debi Ford, USA

This author writes intriguing forex books. His philosophy is clear: omit all your indicators save for a

small few, and look to trade the price action! Detect patterns primarily with your naked eye. He

claims that indicators hurt you in the long run, because indicators only capture what the price has

already done. In other words, the price influences the indicators. If you trade based on indicators,

you are jumping into the trade too late because indicators necessarily lag behind price action.It's an

intriguing idea, and I do think people can get caught up in the search for a "holy grail" indicator

setup, but that doesn't mean indicators are useless, and I think the author takes his attack on

indicators a little too far. Nevertheless, the book is cheap and is an interesting read, and even if it's



just another perspective in an overcrowded market, I found my purchase worthwhile. Admittedly, I

have not put any of his ideas into action, as I'm happy with a system I currently have.

Good 1 forex strategy. Good information for the Forex thank you it's a good one right thank you

Good.. r

As a novice to forex trading I have opted to read all of Laurentiu's books in preparation of trading.

Each book delivers a clear and concise strategy, and forex graphs now have meaning for me.

Laurentiu also gives sound money management advise. Start with the 50 pips a day book and move

forward from there in no particular order. Each book feels like a new secret is being revealed, and

collectively you have strategies to trade with the trend, trend reversals and range trade on short and

longer time frames. I am not yet trading live, but research into past price action reveals that these

strategies look to work well.

GREAT BOOK! Really helped me understand candles, pips, and many more things that I was

confused about. I could really tell that the author really cares about the readers by all of the cautions

and earnings on various risk and money management.

I've been trading for over 8 years. I'm always trying to learn and experiment with other systems.

Bought this book out of curiosity. The system in the book is actually legit. I made some money

experimenting with it. But not sure you can actually make 50 pips a day with it. Also, for me, this

system requires too much waiting. So I've moved on. Even if you don't trade the system, there are

useful tools in there to use as you formulate your own system. For 99 cents, it's a steal. I've spent

much more money on trading/Forex books that are less useful.
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